Press release 4th July 2022

ROCK MASTER COMING SOON
TICKETS’ SALE STARTS TODAY

Full day of competitions at Arco Climbing Stadium on Friday 29th July
Tickets’ sale for the 35th Rock Master starts today
Full-day or night entrance for KO Boulder and Lead Duel
A great show with the best climbers


At the end of July, on Friday 29th, the 35th Rock Master is taking place, still as a “trend” in the international climbing world. Rock Master has become a must-event for many climbing lovers gathering at Arco Climbing Stadium every year. 
The day has come and today the O.C. Rock Master 20.20 officially opens the exclusive tickets’ sale on Midaticket, with no possibility on buying tickets at the stadium. 1500 available tickets: the “Full-day” tickets for a full experience from morning until late night cost 25€. Night tickets for the Lead Duel only with entrance from 6.30 pm cost 20€. 5€ for under 14 and free entry for under 4.
A golden parterre of climbers is coming to Arco: Stefano Ghisolfi, Lead World Cup winner in 2021, the beloved “King” Adam Ondra already winner of six Rock Master Trophies, willing to “avenge” himself over Jakob Schubert, Rock Master winner in 2019. Moreover, Martin Stranik, Michael Piccolruaz, Pan Yufei, Luka Potocar and Fedir Samoilov. “Spiderwomen” are Camilla Moroni, Laura Rogora, Jessica Pilz, Vita Lukan, Stasa Gejo, Yeutong Zhang, Seo Chaehyun and Ievgeniia Kazbekova.
Gates open at 11.30 am for audience, one hour before the official start of women KO Boulder. A DJ session will enrich the day from 4 pm, waiting for men KO Boulder. Live music by Jambow Jane is getting audience ready for the Lead Duel, with qualifications at 9 pm and finals at 9.45 pm. Tickets are flying off: the fastest climb has just begun! 
Info: www.rockmasterfestival.com

